
 

How to talk about #DefendDemocracy  
What is the campaign context? 
The Turnbull Government is trying to silence critical voices through a raft of legislation changes. 
These are aimed at restricting the operation of organisations like GetUp, civil society groups, charities 
and private citizens who want to engage in our democracy through these types of organisations.  
 
The Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Funding and Disclosure Reform) Bill 2017 does this 
through a complex variety of regulations that attack from different angles. The stakes are way too 
high to let them get away with it. 

How to talk about the campaign 
In order to beat this legislation, we need to learn how to talk about it effectively.  Below is a guide on 
how to talk about the Bill with other GetUp members, members of the public, politicians and the 
media.  
 
Key Messages:  
 

● Under this legislation, Vinnies, the Cancer Council, or any organisation or charity that speaks 
out about important issues, would have to get statutory declarations from donors seeking to 
contribute as little as $5 per week. Can you imagine having to get a statutory declaration from 
the police station or a JP before donating to Vinnies? 
 

● This legislation would force charities and other organisations to associate with political 
parties if they happen to campaign on the same issues. This is just absurd: GetUp supported 
a Google Tax – a policy which the Coalition then adopted – meaning that under the proposed 
legislation, GetUp would be forced to affiliate with the Liberal Party  and the ALP and the 
Greens. 
 

● Charities operate on the front line of issues and have vital experience to offer. Vinnies has 
been helping out people struggling to get by for decades. But this legislation would stop them 
from speaking up for policies that would help people who are homeless or living below the 
poverty line. The government is happy for Vinnies to run soup kitchens and homeless 
shelters, but it wants to ban them from asking why those people are homeless in the first 
place. 
 

● Many Australians don’t trust political parties and instead choose to engage in politics through 
NGOs and charities. While major party politicians were backing the Reef-killing Adani mine, 
thousands of Australians were fighting back through independent organisations like GetUp  – 
and winning. 
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How to talk about #DefendDemocracy & how to choose the right target 

● GetUp is a movement of a million Australians taking action on political issues that they care 
about, and that’s what really scares the political class. Nothing is more frightening to 
profit-seeking multinationals, and the politicians they control, than ordinary people working 
together to take power back into their hands.  

 
Dos and Don’ts: 
 
1. DO give examples that show how harmful this legislation would be, DON’T get caught up in policy 
details. The legislation has many moving parts and even top legal experts aren't sure of all the many 
and various ways it'll impact our activism. Plus, the government wants us to get caught up in the 
details – the key message we need to be getting across is that the bill should be rejected outright – a 
few tweaks around the edges are NOT gonna cut it. 
 
2. DO talk about the impact on the people organisations/charities represent, DON’T talk about the 
impact on those organisations. Charities and civil society organisations are actively trying to improve 
the society we live in, because that makes the lives of everyday people better. And if this attempt to 
silence civil society passes, the end result will be that people's lives are worse – especially those 
already struggling to get by. That's why this attack matters so much, and that's why everyone should 
care about what the government's trying to do.  
  
3. DO talk about specific issues, DON’T rely on abstract or ambiguous phrases. Saying things like "it's 
an attack on democracy" or "it's an attack on civil society" are fine with people who are already on side, 
but they are too abstract to be effective in communicating the danger of this legislation to a wider 
audience. Always bring it back to the things that affect people's lives directly. 
 
4. DO emphasise that the reason we are under attack is because we are powerful, DON’T accept the 
lies being printed about our movement in the Murdoch Press. Regardless of what you might read in 
The Australian, GetUp isn't some kind of nefarious left-wing front. We're a powerful movement of 
people from all walks of life, working together to create the kind of country we want to live in. None of 
us has much power individually, but when we come together we're a force to be reckoned with. And 
that's what the government's afraid of, and that's why they want to shut us down.  
 
5. DO talk about loopholes for corporations and lobby groups. This legislation is written to exempt 
multinational corporations and big business lobby groups. So while ordinary people’s voices are 
silenced, multinational corporations will be able to keep running public campaigns and pumping 
millions of dollars into political parties, like always. People instinctively understand that big 
corporations already have too much power, so explaining how this Bill will increase their power is 
bound to be persuasive! 
 
Hint! It’s worth taking some time to think through some examples to take into conversations about 
this legislation. Think of your favourite GetUp campaigns, or specific charities that do work you 
particularly care about, and use these to lead arguments. Personal stories are great – in fact they’re 
one the greatest strengths of GetUp Action Groups. Many GetUp members also support and volunteer 
for charities, and this legislation attacks your right to do that. Remember that this is about you – and 
your right to take democratic action about issues that affect you. 

 


